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Abstract 

Steampunk as a sociocultural phenomenon has a formidable internet presence, in the forms of, but not 
limited to, social networks and blogs. Most researchers in HCI have conducted ethnographic fieldwork to 
investigate Steampunkers in offline environments, and to date have yet to closely examine sociotechnical 
identity formation with regard to gender expression in these communities of practice. Our work addresses 
this gap in the literature through the application of the digital ethnographic method, in order to better 
understand how Steampunk supports gender diversity and DIY (do it yourself) sociotechnical gender 
identity formation. Feminist HCI often tries to fathom varied and multiple user perspectives in 
nontraditional computing environments, and our research seeks to contribute to this discussion. 
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1 Introduction 
Scholars outside of HCI have stressed the importance of conventional ethnographic fieldwork as a way 

to better understand the core values of Steampunk communities of practice (CoPs), as well as the impact 
of its constructions of “gender, sexuality, and race” [12]. Furthermore, there are “anti-racist, postcolonial 
steampunk blogs like Silver Goggles and Beyond Victoriana” [11,12], both founded and moderated by 
young scholars who seriously confront conventional depictions of Steampunk as white, heteronormative, 
and male. Artifacts that are conventionally recognized as representative of Steampunk include brass 
goggles, top hats, and pocket watch gears; these in turn function as gender markers for a type of remixed 
Victorian heteronormative white masculinity [11,12]. Similarly, corsets, fans, and large hats are gender 
markers that function in turn as reinterpreted Victorian heteronormative white femininity [11,12]. HCI 
scholars such as Tanenbaum et al. have alluded to Steampunk’s potential to democratize access to 
multiple technologies (antiquated and modern) as well as their construction [14,15]. However, a dearth of 
feminine, queer, and racially varied sociotechnical identities in the populations studied creates new and 
troubling questions about Steampunk as an equalizing and emancipatory context and tool. This is 
especially problematic as Steampunk is a “visual spectacle” [11] and aesthetic choices made by the 
participants studied in the works of Tanenbaum et al., in terms of their sociotechnical subjectivities 
reiterate how performative Steampunk is [14,15]. This has created a gap in the HCI literature which 
allows for further investigation into the nonconformist possibilities present within Steampunk CoPs. One 
area where Steampunkers, makers, and bricoleurs are vocal, visible and describe gender diversity in their 
own words is in online blogs and social networks. 

 
Steampunk CoPs differ widely; feminist ethnographers outside of HCI have not exclusively studied 
American members of this subculture. Sunden’s ethnographic study of a Steampunk CoP is actually in 
Sweden [11,12. Tanenbaum et al. have investigated American makers and bricoleurs (makers that 
engage in nonlinear learning and creative tinkering) [17], in a desire to extrapolate key ways these values 
might be introduced into traditional computing cultures [14,15,17]. The ethnographic studies of these 
scholars were concerned with offline populations; to date, few scholars have inspected the social media 
presence of Steampunkers and their respective CoPs. Digital ethnography is one method by which to 
further discern how Steampunk CoPs regard gender expression; my position as a feminist ethnographer 
is reflexive [7], and informs our approach to digital ethnographic investigations of these concepts. 
Steampunk is still an emergent object of study within HCI. Yet, some HCI researchers assert that the 
Steampunk subculture has the potential to support an emancipatory process of sociotechnical 
individuation through the act of personal appropriation with regard to artifacts [1,14,15]. 
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Humanist scholars outside of HCI such as Sunden express this notion of temporal and sociotechnical 
liberty as “’The corset is no longer binding’” [12]. This viewpoint develops concurrently with a sense of 
concern that “temporal drag” [11,12] is restricted solely to colonial, white, and heterosexual models of 
femininity in this instance; she inquires “what does it mean to be pressed against the history of a white, 
bourgeois femininity? For whom would this be a pleasurable experience?” [11,12]. These questions are 
appropriately situated within HCI discussions of sexuality and gender; scholarly discourses within this 
domain do not readily engage with gendered and sexualized categories that defy binary, heteronormative 
classifications [5,17]. Many HCI discourses surrounding possible feminist constructions of the 
sociotechnical also engage hesitantly with queer identities [5]. Finally, as many current HCI researchers 
are willing to confront nontraditional computing environments [14,15,17] as ways in which to better 
understand a range of user perspectives and to promote user agency [6,17], there is a space in the 
literature which could welcome diverse sociotechnical perspectives that are not restricted solely to white, 
heterosexual masculinist values [8]. 

 

 
2 Moving Backwards into the Future 

The retrofuturist approach to sociotechnical identity formation within some Steampunk CoPs relies upon 
creativity as a tool with which to disrupt conventional gender and racial scripts; the artifacts these 
bricoleurs make, brandish, and adorn themselves with displays their rejection of “vintage, whiteness and 
imperialist nostalgia” [12]. However, some Steampunk online social networks, such as Steampunk Empire 
[13] at least superficially support commonly held perceptions of white, colonial British Victoriana as a 
main reference point for how race, gender, and sexual orientations are expressed in terms of materiality. 
These perceptions have been opposed by feminist publications such as the Bitch media blog with articles 
such as “How Steampunk Screws with Victorian Gender Norms” [18] and Diana Pho, a scholar, Asian 
woman of color, and self-identified queer woman examines her own “temporal drag” [11,12] in her blog 
Beyond Victoriana [2]. 

 
Furthermore, Jaymee Goh, a PhD candidate in Comparative Literature, situates herself within the 
Steampunk community as a woman of color, multiethnic, and disabled, as the moderator of her own blog 
Silver Goggles, which she positions as a postcolonial, postgender discussion of Steampunk from diverse 
perspectives [10].These two women are speaking subjects that seek to reveal gaps and fissures present 
in masculinist colonial narratives that can dominate and obscure the more revolutionary potential of 
Steampunk. Sociotechnical identity formation in this instance is an emancipatory process; artifacts and 
adornments facilitate and support, in tangible ways, the idea that diversity is not only possible, but that 
identities can be “remixed” [4,17] and “twisted, modified, or transformed” [12]. 

 
3 Conclusion 

 
HCI discussions of maker culture support “remixing” [4,17] and “transformed” [12] sociotechnical identities 
with regard to traditional computing environments. These “modified” [11,12] perspectives can be applied 
contextually as an acknowledgement that makers use play as an oppositional tool, in which these CoPs 
create their own internal histories, and their own external expressions, as they “remix” [4,17] their maker 
personae at will. There is still much to be learned about Steampunk CoPs and the diverse ways in which 
they engage in sociotechnical identity formation, creatively tinkering with their gender expressions, as well 
as additional dimensions that have yet to be explored fully. Some Steampunkers have openly discussed 
the challenges of openly expressing varied and diverse gender and sexual identities, such as the blogger 
Ashley Rogers (a.k.a Lucretia Dearfour), a self-identified transwoman and member of the Steampunk 
CoP. She poignantly expresses her frustration with media representations of Steampunk that revert to 
overtly cisgendered and white colonial depictions of the subculture, and the impact of these internalized 
representations when she encounters fellow Steampunkers at conventions and events: 

 
I feel like the media has a certain view of what Steampunk is and aren’t interested in questioning 

that. Anything deviating from that perfect Caucasian/Victorian Steampunk would confuse people, would 
horrify people, or would lose ratings, and that attendees and convention goers can sometimes go through 
bouts of confusion when it comes to me and my gender identity. I’d like to share a few cautionary tales of 

some things I have gone through as a trans individual in the convention culture and what we can learn 
from this. [9] 
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Our work in HCI seeks to understand how radical, transformative sociotechnical gender identities 
can and do coexist with restrictive and rigidly traditional gendered and sexualized norms within the 
Steampunk CoPs. Our  preliminary investigations of social media data in these CoPs have created more 
questions, particularly about embodiment, materiality, and self-presentation with regard to sociotechnical 
identity formation in terms of, but not only, gender and sexuality.. Further ethnographic work is necessary 
to better comprehend how Steampunkers create and perform gender, sex,  racial, and ethnic identities; 
HCI seeks to engage with maker culture and Steampunkers, but does not yet have an adequate 
typology to address the multiple variables that emerge with even a preliminary review of some of the 
social media data. Steampunk has at its core a playful approach to individuation; play is a mode of 
expression, as well as opposition to dominant mindsets that might otherwise obscure or ignore variations 
and diversity in traditional computing environments. We are interested in further digital ethnographic studies 
of online CoPs that would permit us to better understand how Steampunk’s ethos, which includes the 
potential for radical individuation, and for creative nonlinear skill building, could manifest as sociotechnical 
CoPs that support intersectionalist approaches to gender and technology relations. 
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